Questions & Answers on Molding


Why do I need to mold the lower splint while the upper one is in the mouth?

In order to get the cam and the wings to alien properly, the soft lower splint moves into position as
you close your mouth with both units in the mouth. If you find it difficult to do this initially, it is ok to
fit the lower unit separately. Then re heat the lower unit slightly and then insert while the upper unit is
in place. Use your finger to press on your cheeks to shape the wings to interact with the upper unit.


Why wo ’t

y lower

outhpiece fit?

When you place the heated soft lower unit in your mouth; it is important to adapt inner plastic
material to the lingual (tongue surface) of the teeth. This can be done by using your tongue to press
the plastic toward the teeth. After the first minute that the device is in your mouth, you can use your
index finger to continue to press the material around the teeth. Remove after 3 minutes and place in
cold water. Re check the fitting.


Help! I still ca ’t get it. My

outh is too small.

Your outh is ot too s all. Do ’t let this stop you. Go to our home page and schedule a fitting
appointment.


I wa t i

ediate support. Why ca ’t I get it like other products I buy?

Video Chat can help us help you get the most out of your device. Whenyou schedule a meetingwith
uswe will be treating you asif you are in my NYsleep practice. An experienced medical assistant can
provide the necessary help you need. In order to do this, we need to add you into our weekly
schedule.


What is the best position of my lower jaw?

As you mold the lower splint, the bottom teeth should be positioned slightly ahead of the upper. The
distance should be about the width of the central incisor tooth. Sleep with that position and see how
well you do. If snoring and obstruction remains, then advance the device 1mm by adjusting the hex
screw.


Is my Fitbit devise or partner the best way to determine success?

It is a good way to start but there are more accurate methods. We can provide a test that evaluates
your brain waves determining the quality of your sleep. Your REM, NREM and level of snoring can be
established. Then adjustments to your device can be suggested to improve results. Your medical
insurance usually covers these costs.

